
WE’RE PROVEN AND 
PROFICIENT IN THE 
MANUFACTURING 
INDUSTRY
At Hydrasat, we are built to help 
manufacturing organizations 
become more secure, e�cient, 
and competitive.

1Cisco 2018 Cyber Security Report

MORE SECURITY 
THREATS
Manufacturing is among the top 
five most attacked industries 
over the past five years1 and 
most companies aren’t aware of 
all their security gaps.

MORE NETWORK 
DEMANDS
IoT, automation, and cloud 
technologies are hogging 
bandwidth and make industrial 
networks more complex and 
expensive to manage.

MORE OPERATIONAL 
COMPLEXITY
Manufacturers of all sizes don’t 
always have the resources or 
expertise to e�ectively manage 
and secure their networks 
on their own.

We bring decades of experience and intelligent 
process to every engagement

We’re focused on security and SD-WAN for 
industrial and manufacturing networks

We can fully manage your network and security 
if you lack the bandwidth or resources

IF ANY OF THESE ARE CHALLENGES WITHIN YOUR ORGANIZATION, HYDRASAT CAN HELP.

WE’LL HELP YOU OVERCOME KEY CHALLENGES
With a growing number of cyberthreats and increased network demands, 
many manufacturers (and their networks) struggle to keep up.

BUILD A MORE SECURE, BETTER 
PERFORMING NETWORK
There’s never been a better time to prioritize network 
security and performance. At Hydrasat, we’re on a 
mission to help manufacturers leverage modern network 
technology to become more secure, e�cient, and 
competitive organizations.



BEST-IN-CLASS NETWORK AND SECURITY SOLUTIONS 
We combine our industry experience with best-in-class solutions from Cisco to address the technology challenges 
that hold manufacturers back from building and managing a more secure, better performing network.

SOFTWARE-DEFINED WAN (SD-WAN)
Maintain app performance and adapt to 
changing conditions without direct IT oversight.

• Add bandwidth and failover through
broadband or 4G / LTE

• Prioritize WAN tra�c based on needs

• Improve the performance/connectivity of
cloud apps

• Gain more insight into your devices and
IoT/OT endpoints

• Share data with suppliers and locations
more securely

NETWORK SECURITY SOLUTIONS
Protect your operations, users, and IP from external 
and internal threats with end-to-end security.

• Stop threats over all ports/protocols with
 Cisco Umbrella

• Protect against known/unknown  threats
with Cisco NGFW

• Protect your devices and endpoints with
 Cisco AMP

• Stop phishing and ransomware with
 Cisco Email Security

• Implement cloud-managed security
 with Cisco Meraki
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WITH SD-WAN AND NETWORK SECURITY 
SOLUTIONS, WE CAN HELP YOU:

Minimize exposure 
to advanced cyberthreats

Increase network 
bandwidth and uptime

Centralize network 
management

Reduce 
WAN costs

Reduce overall 
operating expenses 

TAKE THE NEXT STEP BY 
SCHEDULING AN ASSESSMENT
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